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Guns, Violence, Mental Illness and 
Substance Use Disorders  
Is there a Connection?

December 6, 2022

Ken Norton LICSW

Your anonymous opinion wanted 
send a text to: 22333 

with the message: 
kennorton249

Trigger Warning 
•There are a few pictures of firearms in this 
presentation

•There will also be data and information related to 
suicide and homicide

•There are no depictions of violence 

Welcome/Introductions
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Ground Rules:

Respect for diverse opinions

Encourage sharing and discussion

Oops! and Ouch! Rule

Confidentiality?
◦What’s said in the room stays in the room?
◦Non identifying information sharing?
◦No restrictions?

Media/blogs/tweets?

4

Overview
Objectives 

Language 

Public Perception

Research Findings
◦ Homicide and suicide 
◦ Mental illness and violence
◦ Mental illness and Gun violence 
◦ Substance misuse and gun violence
◦ Mass shootings  

Federal Gun laws; directed at people w/ mental illness

Cultural differences – eg 2 neighboring states

Role of Media 

Discussion/Questions  

Objectives:
Understand basic research on violence involving 
firearms including homicides and suicides

Explore relationship between violence and Mental 
Illness 

Explore relationship between violence and substance 
misuse

Understand types of gun legislation connected with 
mental illness/substance use disorder 

Identify cultural differences among states, attitudes 
toward firearms and impact of the media 

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=jt6vVmlCEXJYuM&tbnid=miGmZfygv_l-HM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.hectormadrigal.com/2013/01/10/violence-and-video-games/&ei=ams7U57UApLNsQTT4oDgCg&bvm=bv.63934634,d.dmQ&psig=AFQjCNFZb2EYqkwaSX0zMtR9zVRNATFCNw&ust=1396489404967282
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=jt6vVmlCEXJYuM&tbnid=miGmZfygv_l-HM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.hectormadrigal.com/2013/01/10/violence-and-video-games/&ei=ams7U57UApLNsQTT4oDgCg&bvm=bv.63934634,d.dmQ&psig=AFQjCNFZb2EYqkwaSX0zMtR9zVRNATFCNw&ust=1396489404967282
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Terms to Use:

▪Took his/her own life
▪Died by suicide

▪Died as a result of a self-
inflicted injury

▪Died by own hand

▪Lethal/non lethal attempt

▪Suicidal thoughts

▪?

Terms to Avoid:

▪Committed suicide

▪Completed suicide

▪Successful/failed suicide

▪Threat

▪Chose to kill himself

Language

Behavioral 
(Health?) 

Term is confusing 

◦ Used for mental 
illness/health

◦ Used for substance 
misuse/addiction 

◦ Used for co-occurring 
disorders 

Reinforces negative 
attitudes and beliefs 
about mental illness and 
substance misuse 

Terms to Use:

▪People with mental illness 

▪He has a schizophrenic 
disorder                                                 

▪She has bipolar disorder

▪He has an addictive disorder

Terms to Avoid:

▪The Mentally Ill

▪He’s schizophrenic                        

▪She’s bipolar 

▪He’s an alcoholic

▪She’s an addict

Person First Language 

http://images.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.languageinindia.com/jun2003/dictionary.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.languageinindia.com/jun2003/dictionaryofidioms.html&h=629&w=490&sz=49&hl=en&start=5&tbnid=qBzjKZ7Yo3p3lM:&tbnh=137&tbnw=107&prev=/images?q%3Ddictionary%26gbv%3D2%26hl%3Den
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Your 
anonymous 
opinion 
wanted!

SEND A TEXT TO: 
22333 

WITH THE MESSAGE: 

KENNORTON249
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Dickey Amendment
Amendment to Federal Omnibus spending bill of 1996

Prohibits the US Center for Disease control from using 
Federal Funds for research on gun violence 

“none of the funds made available for injury prevention 
and control at the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention (CDC) may be used to advocate or promote 
gun control”

Clarification in March 2018: no taxpayer funds may be 
used to advocate for gun control 

Research $ Leading Causes of Death

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Centers_for_Disease_Control_and_Prevention
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US Gun (Sales) Background Checks 
(per month in millions...) 

Household Gun Ownership
1973-2018

US Gun 
ownership

42% of 
households have 
firearms 

57% live in a 
home with no 
firearms 

48% grew up in 
home with a 
firearm

72% have shot a 
gun 
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Guns per 100 
Residents By 
Country 

There are 
more guns 
than people in 
the US

Types of Guns in US Murders
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Public Perception and misperceptions 
about guns 

and mental illness  

Former Speaker of the House 
Paul Ryan 

“As you know mental health is often 
a big problem underlying these 
tragedies,” he told reporters. “We 
want to make sure that if someone 
is in the mental health system that 
they do not get a gun if they should 
not have a gun.” Feb 14, 2018 
(Parkland, FL shooting) 

President Obama
“We don't yet know why this individual did what he 
did. And it's fair to say that anybody who does this 
has a sickness in their minds, regardless of what 
they think their motivations may be. But we are not 
the only country on Earth that has people with 
mental illnesses or want to do harm to other 
people. We are the only advanced country on Earth 
that sees these kinds of mass shootings every few 
months.”  

October 1, 2015 Umpqua College Oregon 
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President Trump 
“We have a lot of mental health problems in our 
country, as do other countries, but this isn’t a guns 
situation … we could go into it but it’s a little bit 
soon to go into it…..This is a mental health problem 
at the highest level. It’s a very sad event … these are 
great people (victims) at a very, very sad event, but 
that’s the way I view it.”

11/6/17 After Texas church shooting

Texas Gov. Greg Abbot 

"Anybody who shoots 
somebody else has a 
mental health challenge.”

◦ After Ulvade, Texas shooting 
May 2022

(One month before, he had cut $211 
million in funding to the Dept that 
oversees MH services)

Wayne Lapierre NRA
“How many more copycats are waiting in the wings for 
their moment of fame — from a national media machine 
that rewards them with the wall-to-wall attention and 
sense of identity that they crave — while provoking others 
to try to make their mark? A dozen more killers? A 
hundred? More? How can we possibly even guess how 
many, given our nation’s refusal to create an active 
national database of the mentally ill?” 

December 21, 2012 After Sandy Hook Shooting
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What is the connection between violence 
and mental illness and substance misuse

Victims vs. Perpetrators 
People with psychiatric disabilities are far more likely to be 
victims than perpetrators of violent crime 
◦ Appleby, et al., 2001

A 2009 review of victimization studies reported: “Rates of 
victimization among severely mentally ill persons were 2.3–
140.4 times higher than in the general population.” 

Victimization occurred more frequently among individuals 
who were also abusing drugs and/or alcohol and among 
individuals who had the most severe symptoms. Maniglio
R. Severe mental illness and criminal victimization: a 
systematic review. 
◦ Maniglio R. Severe mental illness + criminal victimization: a 

systematic review  2009;
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NH In 60% during past 
decade involved people with 
mental illness per Concord 
Monitor 12/2021

Nationally 40-60% of people 
killed by police have a 
mental illness

In many cases the officer 
involved knew from the 
outset the person was 
mentally unstable 

Officer Involved Shootings 

Portland Press Herald
December 2012 

Concord Monitor 
Shots Fired 

December 2021
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John Monahan U of Virginia
“Two things typically happen in the wake of a mass 
shooting. First, politicians claim that mental illness 
is the major cause of violence in America. Then, 
advocates for people with mental illness respond by 
denying there is any relationship whatsoever 
between mental illness and violence. Both groups 
are wrong. Research shows that the association 
between mental illness and violence is not strong, 
but it does exist.”   NYT 2/16/18

Violence and Mental Illness
96% of the violence committed in the US is by 
individuals who do not have a mental illness

4% of the violence is caused by people with mental 
illness
◦ NY Times 12/18/2012

◦ Swanson et al 2015

For people with mental illnesses, violent 
behavior appears to be more common when 
there’s also the presence of other risk factors 

•Substance abuse or dependence; 

•A history of violence, juvenile detention, or 
physical abuse; and 

•Recent stressors such as being a crime victim, 
getting divorced, or losing a job

◦ Elbogen and Johnson, 2009
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Mental Illness and Violence 
Those with SMI, irrespective of substance abuse 
status, were significantly more likely to be violent 
than those with no mental or substance use 
disorders. 

Those with comorbid mental and substance use 
disorders had the highest risk of violence.

Historical and current conditions were also 
associated with violence, including childhood 
abuse and neglect, household antisocial behavior, 
binge drinking and stressful life events.

Van Dorn et al 2012

Psychosis and Violence
Significant relationship between psychosis 
and violence, 

Accounts for little of society’s violence 

Individuals in the immediate social circle of 
an individual suffering from psychosis are 
most at risk.”

◦ Taylor PJ, Psychosis and violence: stories, fears, and reality 2008

First Break Psychosis and 
Violence
A substantial proportion of patients in first-episode 
psychosis commit an act of violence before 
presenting for treatment, 

This includes a number who commit an act of more 
serious violence causing injury to another person. 

However, severe violence resulting in serious or 
permanent injury to the victim is uncommon in this 
population.

Poole 2011
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US Gun Deaths 2020

Types of 
US Gun 
Deaths
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NH Leading Causes of Death: 2016-2020

Source: CDC WISQARS, 2012-2016

Suicide and Firearms
49% of the Suicide deaths in NH are by firearm

Presence of a firearm in the home (regardless of how it 
is stored) increases risk of suicide 5x

Research indicates mandatory waiting periods may be 
effective in reducing suicide deaths

Emerging research indicates that reporting involuntary 
admissions to NICS can reduce suicide deaths

Too early to tell regarding impact of ERPO’s in reducing 
suicides
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Mental illness and Guns
Only about 5% of gun 
homicides are 
attributable to people 
with mental illness 
◦ Metzel et al 2015
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Mental illness and Homicide
…..homicide risk is elevated among people 
with certain mental conditions (e.g., 
schizophrenia) and people with co-occurring 
mental health and substance use disorders, 
but these individuals still account for a 
minority of homicides and acts of mass 
violence in the United States.  Ramchand/Ayer 

Rand Corporation – April 2021

Alcohol and 
Firearm 
Violence 

Research shows that gun owners 
who have prior convictions for 
alcohol-related offenses, such as 
drunk and disorderly conduct or 
DUI (driving under the influence) 
are as many as five times as 
likely to be arrested for a 
firearms-related or violent crime 
than those who have not.

Prior convictions for alcohol-
related crime may be an 
important predictor of risk for 
future criminal activity among 
purchasers of firearms.                                                 
G. Winetumet 2016
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Suicide and Firearms
49% of the Suicide deaths in NH are by firearm

Presence of a firearm in the home (regardless of how it 
is stored) increases risk of suicide 5x

Research indicates mandatory waiting periods may be 
effective in reducing suicide deaths

Emerging research indicates that reporting involuntary 
admissions to NICS can reduce suicide deaths

Too early to tell regarding impact of ERPO’s in reducing 
suicides

Mass 
Shootings

Challenges to Understanding 
▪Differing definitions 
▪Mental illness

▪Deaths vs injuries

▪Public vs private 

▪School vs other

▪Active shooters

▪Conflicting data

▪Systemic bias in media reporting  
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“‘Why did this man do this terrible 
thing?’ Because he is mentally ill. ‘And 
how do you know he is mentally 
ill?’ Because he did this terrible 
thing” (Skeem and Mulvey, 2020, p. 
86).

Perception of Mental Illness & Violence
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Age of Killers in Mass Shootings

Age of Shooters in Mass 
School Shootings

Washington Post Database
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Gender & 
(age) 
distribution 
of Public 
Mass 
Shootings 

Washington Post Database

Active Shooters &
Mass Shootings

on the rise 
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Mass 
Shootings 
increased 
dramatically 
during 
pandemic

Mass Shootings April 2020- Feb 2021

4 or more people killed

Public settings 

May – Sept 2020 more 
people killed each month 
than any other month in 
past 6 years 

Is there a connection between 
mass shootings and MI?
▪Review of 28 shootings in 
2017

▪3 or more people injured 

▪Most common symptoms 
was psychosis (paranoia, 
hallucinations delusions) 
followed by suicidality 

▪25% hospitalized or 
prescribed psychiatric 
medications  

US Secret Service Mass Attacks 
in Public Places 2019
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Location of 
Public Mass 
Shootings 

US Secret Service Mass Attacks 
in Public Places 2019

1/3 of mass violence committed 
by people with SMI (Pew)

oA panel of mental health and law enforcement experts 
has estimated that roughly one-third of acts of mass 
violence — defined as crimes in which four or more 
people were killed — since the 1990s were committed 
by people with a serious mental illness.

opeople with serious mental illness are responsible for 
less than 4% of all the violent acts committed in the 
United States. 

oMass shootings accounted for less than two-tenths of 
1% of U.S. homicides between 2000 and 2016.

o Pewtrusts.org August 2019
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Mass Shootings and MI More Data
•11% of all mass murderers (including shooters) had 
serious mental illness 

•8% of mass shooters had serious mental illness.

•Emphasis on serious mental illness, such 
as schizophrenia or psychotic mood disorders, as a risk 
factor for mass shootings is given undue emphasis, 
leading to public fear and stigmatization 

• Applebaum/Bucato – Columbia University 2021

•Study of random public mass shootings 1990-2014
• 4.7% of total were done by people who met “mental 

defective” criteria
◦ Silver et al March 2018

Psychosis and Mass Shootings

4/16/2007 
32 killed

West Virginia U.

1/8/2011
19 Killed

Tuscon, AZ

1/20/2012
12 Killed 

Aurora, CO

Suicide and Mass Shootings 
▪Review of 240 Mass shootings between 2009-2020

▪In nearly all mass shootings over this period, the 
shooter was an adult man who acted alone.4

▪Thirty-two percent of mass shooters, or 92 
shooters, ended with the perpetrator dying by 
suicide, 

▪Another 24 shooters were killed by responding law 
enforcement.5    Everytownresearch.org 2021

▪“We can show about 80 percent were actively 
suicidal prior to the shooting” 
▪ Jillian Peterson Hamline Univ./The Violence Project
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“Lumping all mental illness 
together, and then assuming 
that acts that seem 
incomprehensible to the 
average person are due to 
mental illness, results in 
millions of harmless, 
nonviolent individuals 
recovering from treatable 
mental health conditions 
being subjected to stigma, 
rejection, discrimination and 
even unwarranted legal 
restrictions and social 
control.”

Impact on  
People with 

Mental Illness 

It is extremely 
difficult to 
predict who 
will be violent

“Most of these killers are young men who are 
not floridly psychotic. They tend to be 
paranoid loners who hold a grudge and are full 
of rage.” 

Dr. Michael Stone, Professor of Clinical 
Psychiatry at Columbia

New York Times 12/18/2012

A recent meta-analysis by 
Large et al4 found that in 
order to prevent one 
stranger homicide, 35,000 
patients with schizophrenia 
judged to be at high risk of 
violence would need to be 
detained.                                    
Large, MM 2011 

https://jech.bmj.com/content/70/3/223#ref-4
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&frm=1&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&docid=HxvZqeMUOqQeAM&tbnid=wvLoN1GEfwUFRM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roulette&ei=u3M8U42CLo3FsASZ_IGgCQ&bvm=bv.63934634,d.dmQ&psig=AFQjCNE5zqmVENU6SJlfit2dEY2NGz9Y8g&ust=1396557104440103
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Victims are most often 
family/intimate partners

•Over two-thirds (68.2%) of mass shootings analyzed, the 
perpetrator either killed family or intimate partners or the shooter 
had a history of domestic violence; 

•DV-related mass shootings were associated with a greater fatality 
rate. 

•On average, only one in six people survive a DV-related mass 
shooting compared to one in three people for non-DV mass 
shootings.

•(this study defined mass shootings as 4 or more fatalities)
• L. Geller 2020 

Domestic Violence 
and Mass Shootings 
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Types of guns 
in Mass 
Shootings

Moat involve use of 
handguns

15% Assault Rifles 

55% Assault rifles 

Everytown for Gun Safety. 
“Mass Shootings in America 
2009-2020”. Everytown for 
Gun 
Safety. (2021). https://bit.ly/
3fQBlc2

US Gun Control Laws

https://bit.ly/3fQBlc2
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US Attitudes on Gun Control Laws

Influence on Gun Control Legislation 

Federal Law
National Instant Background Check System 
(NICS).

Licensed gun dealers are required to conduct 
background checks.

Ten categories of persons are prohibited 
from buying firearms, 

90
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ATF Form 
4473 Firearm 
Background 
Check

E. Are you an unlawful user of, or addicted to 
marijuana or any other depressant, stimulant, 
narcotic drug, or any other controlled 
substance?  WARNING: The use or possession 
of marijuana remains unlawful under Federal 
law regardless of whether it has been 
legalized or decriminalized for medical or 
recreational purposes in the state where you 
reside

F. Have you ever been adjudicated as a mental 
defective OR have you ever been committed 
to a mental institution?

Federal Law/ATF Question E.
Explainer, “Mental Defective” prohibition applies 
to:
◦ Civil commitment on an inpatient or outpatient 

basis;

◦ Persons found “not guilty by reason of insanity.”

◦ Persons found not competent to stand trial.

◦ Could apply to persons under legal guardianships 
as well.   

93
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State Reporting to NICS System
▪Congress does not have authority to require states to report to 
NICS system.

▪Have adopted a “carrot and stick” approach
▪Grants for states to modernize their reporting systems;
▪Penalties for states that don’t.

▪States must have a “relief from disabilities” program to qualify 
for federal grants.

▪Broad variations in state reporting.
▪Some states provide tens of thousands of records, others 

none

▪47 states have laws authorizing reporting of MH records to NICS

▪A few states have passed laws creating their own systems.

▪40% of gun sales occur in private sales and do not require 
background check 

1/3 of Mass shooters legally 
prohibited from having guns
▪Review of 240 Mass shootings between 
2009-2020
▪Previous felony conviction 

▪Adjudicated mentally ill 

▪Domestic violence restraining order 
▪ Everytownresearch.org 2021

Firearm Laws in NH
▪NH Does not currently report involuntary 
hospitalizations to National Instant Criminal Checks 
System (NICS)

▪NH allows private sale of firearms between 
individuals with no background check

▪No permit for concealed loaded weapon

▪Ongoing legislative battle about firearms in 
statehouse.  
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Cultural Differences Between 
States  Mass. NH

NICS Yes No

Owner license Yes No 

Permit to Purchase Yes No

Private Sale Restrictions No restrictions

Buy in other states Restrictions Allowed

Concealed Carry Restrictions Allowed

Assault Weapons No Yes

Large cap. magazines No Yes

Age Restrictions Few restrictions

Mass has among the most restrictive gun laws in the US and also has 
among the lowest suicide and homicide death rates in the country 

Examples of State Gun Laws
Connecticut – state law requires reporting of 
individuals involuntarily committed within 5 years, 
voluntarily hospitalized within 12 months.

New York – SAFE Act – Requires MH professionals 
to report patients who they believe are “likely to 
engage in conduct that would result in serious 
harm to self or others.  

98

Extreme Risk Protective Orders 
(ERPO)“Red Flag” Orders

▪Focus on Dangerousness

▪Petition can be brought by family, law enforcement 

▪Petition looks at: criminal history, 
dangerousness/threatening, mental illness; substance 
misuse 

▪Court makes a determination for temporary removal of 
firearms and preventing purchase

▪Trump Administration Recommended all states adopt 
ERPO - School Safety Recommendations Issued March 2018

▪Rand Report – no conclusive evidence of effectiveness 
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Waiting Periods
▪Impose time delay between purchase and 
receipt of guns 
▪17% reduction in gun homicides 

▪7-11% reduction in suicide deaths 
▪M. Lucca 2017

▪Rand - studies are inconclusive 2020

Voluntary Gun Safety Efforts  

NH Gun Safety Coalition 

Gun Shop Project 

Suicide prevention 
advocates and gun 
shop/firing range owners

Model program 
implemented across the US

What Role Does 
Media Play?
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Media analyses of film and print 
have identified 3 (stereotypes)

People with mental illness are homicidal maniacs who 
need to be feared; 

They have childlike perceptions of the world that should 
be marveled; or 

They are responsible for their illness because they have 
weak character

Corrigan and Watson 2002

Media and 
Copy Cats:

Emerging research shows 
connections between 
media/social media 
coverage and mass 
shootings  

JUNE 7, 2022
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Media/Social Media Influence 
Many shooters have extensively studied media 
& social media reports of previous mass killings 

Craving for fame/notoriety 

Many instances of “manifestos” or grievances 
sent to media 

Some attempts to record/broadcast shootings 
live 

Often give advance warning of their plans 

AP Style Guide and 
Mental Illness March 2013

Do not describe a person as mentally ill unless 
pertinent and properly sourced

Do not assume mental illness is a factor in a 
violent crime

Avoid unsubstantiated statements about 
someone’s mental condition

Do not attribute behavior to mental illness

107

Recommendations for Reporting on Suicide

www.reportingonsuicide.org

http://www.reportingonsuicide.org/
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Recommendations for 
Reporting On Mass Shootings

Media coverage can contribute 
to contagion

Majority of people who live 
with a mental health condition 
are not violent

Responsible reporting can 
educate the public and reduce 
risk for future violence

https://www.reportingonmasss
hootings.org/

Debate on Gun Violence  

Public Perception/Policy Attention should be paid to:

Suicides far exceed homicides

Focus on Dangerousness

Focus on Access 

Church, concerts, clubs,

All ages  

People recover

Reimagine media coverage

Focus on homicides

Focus on mental illness 

Focus on purchase 

Focus on schools

Focus on youth  

Focus on lifelong bans

24/7 Media Coverage 

Federal and state gun legislation has been largely 
driven by emotion/fear rather than science 

Discussion/Questions

Ken Norton LICSW

kencnorton1@gmail.com

https://www.reportingonmassshootings.org/

